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Welcome to

 get to know

This is Janell Alm.

She works at CAT as our Graphic Designer in the Marketing Department.
Student Success asked her these questions:
Welcome to Issue Three of interFace, CAT’s
quarterly magazine. This issue sees us
spotlighting all the exciting things happening
here at CAT.

What do you do here at
CAT? (1 sentence)

So... why interFACE? We realised one
day that there was so much of interesting
stuff going on at the college which people
weren’t aware of, and that seemed a real
shame. Therefore, we wanted to create
something that made it easy for students
and staff across all departments here at the
college to catch up on all the cool stuff (and
people) that make CAT what it is - a varied
and vibrant creative community.

(This includes promotional and
marketing materials and things
you might see online.)

In one sentence? I make things
visually pleasing.

Three words that best
describe you?
Soccer, Smiley, Curious
What did you do last
weekend?

We want to start by thanking everyone who
has made this issue possible, and we hope
you enjoy reading it as much as we did
putting it together for you.

Went camping in Christian
Valley – fresh air, no cell
phone, birds – it was great.
Oh! And I learned to play Can
Jam.

InterFACE Editorial Team

If I gave you $1000 today,
how would you use it?
Ooo, that’s a tough one. I
would have everyone over for
a big BBQ - family, friends,
their family. Everyone!
Why are we called interFACE?
The word interface is both a noun (a point
where two systems, subjects, organizations,
etc., meet and interact), and a verb
(interact with another system, person,
organization, etc.), that also has techie
connotations (a device or program enabling
a user to communicate with a computer;
to connect with another computer or piece
of equipment by an interface); lastly, the
magazine is the ‘internal face’ of the college.

What’s your guilty pleasure?
Video games (Skyrim)
Who is your favorite
colleague and why?
(Selfie by Janell Alm)

Megan Reid because she is
down to earth, genuine, and
tells you how it is…. Nicely.
Interview by Miranda Abild
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“Networking is all about
getting outside your comfort
zone. It’s great to reconnect
with contacts at events, but
just remember that you are
there to meet new people
and expand your bubble of
connections. Personally, I have
always struggled with this, and
will always deliberately push
through my ‘behavioral road
block’. You can, and should,
do the same!” Matt Redmond
“There is no bigger
advantage to your growth as
a professional than seeking
out like-minded individuals
who share your passion and
interests. Many times, just
being at an event, connecting
with someone on LinkedIn
or personally meeting face
to face with someone in the
industry has generated leads
and opportunities for me.
It’s always a bit nerve wracking
generating conversation or

knowing the right way to
approach someone, either
online or face to face. Just
remember they have all been
in your shoes and will always
respect the effort. This says
to them, this person is serious
about their education/career
and being the best at what
they do.” Sean Ridgway
“I have a problem with the
term ‘Networking’ – it sets
itself up as something big
and complicated and scary. I
prefer to think of it as going
out and meeting interesting
people, interacting with them
on a real level, and hopefully
making connections that will be
valuable to both of us in the
future.” Deborah LampittMcConnachie
“My favourite quotes about
networking are as follows:
a) Networking – Feel the fear,
do it anyways. b) Practice -

making connections - when it
doesn’t matter. (As far as I’m
concerned, making connections
always matters, so I translate
‘when it doesn’t matter’ into:
when you don’t have anything
at stake. Or, when you’re not
relying on that connection for
progression in your life or
theirs.) c) Eye contact is your
bridge to a connection. Just
like a good handshake. d) My
FAV quote EVER: If you want
to go fast, go alone. If you
want to go far, go with others.”
Trish Lalonde
“For myself, I view networking
as an opportunity to collect
stories, hear the experiences of
others and get to appreciate
those in the detail they provide.
I find this removes the pressure
of having to perform in any
particular way and allows me
to connect with people more
authentically.” Miranda Abild

“It is important in networking
to remember that you are there
to meet people you can help not people who can help you.
Go with an attitude of giving
and the getting will come
naturally.” Heather Sharpe
“Dale Carnegie said (in ‘How
to Win Friends and Influence
People’): ‘You can make more
friends in two months by
becoming interested in other
people than you can in two
years by trying to get other
people interested in you.’
To me, successful networking
stems from simply wanting
to get to know someone
else. That, and realizing that
you have two ears and one
mouth… and so you should
try to listen at least twice as
much as you speak.” Randal
Typusiak
“Networking. Such a clinical
word! In my experience,
the sooner you accept
that networking is simply
connecting, the easier it will
be. There is no secret sauce
to being good at networking,
you just gotta get out there,

be yourself, with a dash of
approachability.” Megan Reid
“Pick up the phone...everyone
emails now...you’ll stand out.
It may be harder to make
contact, but it’s also much
harder for the contact to say
‘no’ than type ‘no’.” Grant
Robinson
TAYLIN’S TOP TIPS
Just back from a networking
trip to the Electric Daisy
Carnival in Las Vegas (See
‘Viva Las Vegas’ on page
10), Audio lead instructor
Taylin Simmonds has gathered
together some of his top
networking tips from the
event.
Networking Tip 1: “Do your
research on each person
before meeting them (if
you can). This allows you to
prepare questions that are very
specific to that person’s life and
careers. This can lead to an
overall better experience.”
Networking Tip 2: “Ask
either open ended questions
that can lead somewhere or

super specific questions about
the person you’re talking too.
Otherwise, the conversation
can be meaningless or lead
nowhere.”
Networking Tip 3: “When
inputting your number into
someone’s phone see about
taking a picture with them and
setting it as the contact photo.
This way they will see your face
when you reach out to them.”
Networking Tip 4: Everyone
is super busy, and you usually
only have 1-5 minutes to
create an amazing first
impression and get someone’s
contact information. After
roughly 5 minutes they need to
be somewhere else.
Networking Tip 4:
“Authenticity is the most
powerful part of initial
interactions. If you’re fake,
you can’t maintain that for
very long and people will
notice. Act the same way you
would with your close group of
friends.”
Networking Tip 5: “Most of
the industry happens behind
the scenes. Your network truly
is your net worth.”

network

network
network

Everyone hates it, but everyone needs to do it.
When ‘who you know’ is as important as ‘what you know’,
how do you get to know the people you need to know?
Here are some top tips from CAT’s professionals.
8
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“Getting published is a lot of hard work, and it’s
expensive, but if you really want to get your work out
there or get experience, then DO IT - you learn a lot.”

Make Some Noise About “Quiet”
Matthew Senn is currently a Q3 student in
the 2D Animation program here at CAT. Even
if you have already crossed paths with him,
there are a few things you need to know about
Matthew:
1. He loves to write.
2. He is an introvert.

C&N: How did you get ‘Quiet’ published?

3. He is an artist.

M: I first uploaded it online to Comixology.
com, to a section for independent authors.
Then I found a self-publishing company called
Friesen Press, which had a program that was
a good fit for me. With them, I was able to
publish the novel on my own timeline.

Why should you know these? Well…simply put,
Matthew was able to turn his life experience
as an introvert, and his love for art and
writing, into something really cool - a graphic
novel.

Photo by Carla Du Toit & Natasha Di Iuorio

The self-published novel, ‘Quiet’, was recently
released and has already gained some local
attention. With an appearance on CBC Radio
Morning Show, and a few local book signings,
‘Quiet’ is here, and it’s getting ‘loud’.
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what each panel would look like, and sketch
out thumbnails. Next, I would draw out the
graphics digitally, using the free art program
Manga Studio 5. I added the coloring and the
shading, and finally combined them with text
to get the finished product.

C&N: Do you have plans for a sequel?
M: I have ideas for a sequel, but I am busy
right now, and want to focus on getting the
most out of school. I have a few other cool
ideas I am working on.

Since Matthew and his work are getting some
attention, we felt it was important to catch
up with him. We asked him about his journey
to CAT, his student experience so far, and his
plans for the future.

C&N: How has your CAT experience been?

Here is what Matthew had to say:

C&N: What are your future plans?

C&N: What is ‘Quiet’ about?

M: I plan to go through school, and then get
into the animation industry. I would like to
work for a company like Bardell, or Yeti Farm.
They both seem to have a fun atmosphere.
Once I get more experience, I would like to
revisit graphic novels.

M: The story is about a girl named Claire, who
goes to college for the first time in a new town.
She is an introvert and wants to be left alone,
but at the same time, wants friends and doesn’t
know how to make them. We follow her journey
in trying to fit in, as she adjusts to this big
change.
C&N: Why a graphic novel?
M: Initially, it started off as a comic book. I Just
started writing and kept going. It was around
the 5th issue that I really started to play with the
idea of a graphic novel.
C&N: What steps went into creating ‘Quiet’?
M: I would write the story, dialogue, and notes
on my computer and phone. Then I would break
it down into a 24-page format, figure out

M: It is the best thing that has happened to
me in years. I feel like I have found people
with the same interests as me. I feel like I can
finally be myself here.

C&N: What is your favorite comic series?
M: Right now ‘Fables’ (by Bill Willingham) - it
is so smartly written.
If you want to read ‘Quiet’ for yourself, you
can pick up a copy from Matthew himself
through his Facebook page (facebook.com/
quietcomicbook), or from either Mosaic
Books or Okanagan Sports Cards & Comics
($25).
Interview by Carla Du Toit & Natasha Di Iuorio
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Viva Las Vegas
Taylin Simmonds Talks Branding & EDC

Electric Daisy Carnival (or EDC) is an annual
electronic dance music festival, with its flagship
event held annually in Las Vegas, Nevada.
This term CAT sent Lead Audio Instructor
Taylin Simmonds down to cover the festival
and bring his insights back to students. In this
issue of interFACE, Taylin tells us all about
the importance of ‘Branding’ and ‘Emotional
Impact’ in the performance arena.
“On the weekend of May 18th, I had the
pleasure of going to Las Vegas for Electric
Daisy Carnival (EDC). To no surprise, this ended
up being one of the most insightful experiences
of my entire music career.
Going to EDC, I had a couple of goals in mind.
One of my main goals was that I wanted to
gain insight into how large-scale performances
are put together and executed; people often
think that it’s all about the music, but very few
understand that it’s so much more than that.
These artists focus on creating an ‘experience’,
encompassing everything from music, to visuals,
to excitement, to messaging.
During my time at EDC, I had the honor of
seeing over thirty amazing acts, and nearly
all them were able to deliver an energetic
performance that kept people dancing
throughout the entire experience. While I had
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a lot of fun during these sets, very few stuck
out as being memorable. Why is that? How
can an act completely rock a dance floor and
still be forgotten at the end of the weekend?
The answer is simple: they didn’t create an
experience!
The artists who created an emotional impact
through their performance are the ones I
remember; these artists had a message and a
strong sense of brand. This sense of brand was
conveyed through their music, accompanying
visuals, their interactions with the crowd and
some of the subtle things they did that other
artists didn’t.
One of the many stand out acts for me was
Rezz. Rezz’s brand focuses on hypnosis and
hypnotizing the audience throughout the
performance. The music was dark and eerie
throughout the entire performance which made
the performance feel very cohesive. The visuals
looked like they were designed by an actual
hypnotist as they interacted with the music and
entranced the audience. During the slower points
of the performance, Rezz would play a vocal
that conveyed what her brand was about. I
remember a specific part of the performance
where a vocal started explaining what a ‘Rezz’
is, while the visuals displayed her logo. This
helped to connect elements of the performance
and convey a sense of brand identity.

Another stand out act was KSHMR. KSHMR
produces big room house music, which happens
to be one of the most over saturated genres in
dance music. I must have seen over a dozen big
room house acts over the weekend but KSHMR
is the only one that I actually remember. That is
because KSHMR included things that other artists
didn’t do.
Every three or four songs, KSHMR would play
an orchestral song, with a narrator that guided
the audience through a fictional story. This
story played out over the entire performance
and concluded just before the final song of
KSHMR’s performance. These fictional moments
had accompanying visuals that entranced the
audience and added depth to the story. KSHMR
was the only act at EDC that included a story in
his performance, making him a memorable act
that stood out above the rest.

“The most
memorable
acts at EDC were
the ones with a
strong sense of
brand.”

In conclusion, the only memorable acts at EDC
were the ones with a strong sense of brand.
This brand must be cohesive during the entire
performance and throughout every element of
the performance. It may require more work and
more planning then the average act, but this
work pays off in the long run by making you
stand out above all the other professionals in the
industry.”
Words and Photos by Taylin Simmonds
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 digital photography

 digital filmmaking

Lights. Camera. Action.
This term, the digital film students are super
busy, doing what they do best - filming.

DF students are currently busy working on two
major projects. The first is a short Narrative
Film project entitled ‘Up or Down’.
“It’s a drama about a guy who is on his way to a
job interview and has a near death experience,”
explains student producer Joshua Reeves.
The narrative was filmed over 3 days on
location in Kelowna with a full crew and 5
actors. The project was run by CAT instructor
and local TV personality Doug Brown, and
instructor and freelance film producer Natasha
Howes.
The script was written by students Robert
Quavous-Knechtel, Joshua Reeves and brothers
Matthew and Michael Helmer. Student Jordan
Tiechmann is acting as Trainee Director on the
project. Music is being created especially for
the project by recent Audio Graduate Peter
Nightingales.
“The mentored narrative short film is the first
opportunity for the students to take on the
position of key creatives and technicians on
set, in order to bring a fiction script that they
have written to fruition,” explains Howes. “This
Q3 cohort learned and delivered core skills as
producer, director, art director, DPs, continuity,
editors, sound, camera and grip to create their
‘Up or Down’ movie, under the professional
mentorship of new film instructor Doug Brown.
Eight weeks of pre-production, a 3 day onlocation shoot, local acting talent, 12-hour days
later, and ‘Up or Down’ wrapped on Sunday
night at midnight. Currently in the edit - and
ready to screen for school next quarter. It’s
cutting together well so far! Watch this space.”

The second project the students are getting
their teeth are Music Videos. Two different
production groups are creating videos for two
different BC-based artists.
The first video is for ‘Down By the Water’, by
Kamloops country artist Tanner Dawson, in
collaboration with students Jordan Tiechmann
(Director), Joshua Reeves (Producer), Drake
Richardson (Art Director) Derek Williams
(Editor) and Bryden Wutzke.
The second video is for ‘Where I’ll Be’, by
Nelson-based folk pop artist Diana Uglov.
The production team for this project includes
Michael and Matthew Helmer (Directors),
Robert Quavous-Knechtel (Producer), Cassie
Mifflin (Art Director), Teressa Brunton and
Mason Friesen.
“Whenever working with clients, one of the
most central issues to deal with is that of
managing expectations. Students learn to
deal with entertainment clients from a delivery
perspective, setting expectations from both a
client and creative point of view. They learn
quickly that in many cases creative productions
are the distillation of expectation, budget and
schedule,” says Victor Poirier, DF’s Department
Head. “It’s a great learning experience.”

Behind the scenes at the ‘Up or Down’ short narrative
film shoot. Photos by Deval Kirby.

Trust Me:

I Do This All the Time*
*Experiences May Vary
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Dan Barham stopped by CAT on May 18th/19th to speak at our
inaugural ‘.RAW Speaker Series’ and hold workshops with students
from the Digital Film and Photography programs.
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 digital photography

Manchester-native, Vancouver-based
Photographer-Director-Editor Dan Barham
had no idea when he was younger that
photography was what he wanted to do. But,
true to form, he hasn’t let that stop him.
“I wasn’t into photography when I was growing
up. I wasn’t into photography when I was
going to university. I went to university to be a
software engineer, and straight into a Master’s
Program at that. About half way through, I
realised I hated it. I tried to leave, but my mom
and dad bollocked me back into finishing it,” he
explains.
“When I got out of university, in 2002, I took a
web design job for a few years because it was
super good money. Then in 2005, I got bored
(an ongoing theme in Barham’s life) and said
maybe I should try being a photographer.
I remember when I told my parents my mom said
‘that’s a ridiculous idea, you will never sell a
picture’. Pretty harsh, but she was only doing it
to protect me because she knew how hard it was.
I think they saw me earning good money from
the thing I went to university for and wondered
why I wanted to chuck all that away on a whim.
And it was a whim. It wasn’t a well thought
out decision. It was, ‘I’m bored, I want to do
something else’,” Barham remembers.
If you spend even five minutes in Barham’s
company, you will realise that this is someone
who let’s nothing get in the way of a good (or
exciting) idea. No professional training? No
problem. Just get on with it. His two mantras
could well be: a) ‘If you can dream it, you can
be it’, and b) it’s cool to learn as you go.
“I just took a camera out and messed it up about
a million times. I started shooting what I knew
and liked, which was mountain biking. I’d just
take a camera out, and take pictures, and they
were horrible; but they just slowly got better.
Then I sold a picture to a magazine, and got
a check back for like 50 quid. I was like, ‘I
went out for a ride, and I got a check, this is
incredible!‘ - never really realising that this was
the level where I would sit for quite a long time.
However, over the years, I got very invested in
the editorial world, went that direction, made a
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name for myself. and managed to raise myself
pretty high up the ranks in the world’s ranking of
sporting photographers. My work was almost
all mountain biking – I really made a name as a
mountain bike photographer, and that’s where all
the corporate work came from.”
For Barham, this specialisation proved to be
one of the keys to his success.
“I think niche is the only way you can develop
a name now. Today, everyone in the world is a
DP, or a photographer, but if someone comes in
to see me and they are like ‘I’m an underwater
photographer’ I’m like ‘cool, I need that. You
are now my underwater guy.’ Generalists don’t
stand out, and you need to stand out.”
Today Barham works for clients like Apple, and
recently created the promo stings for A&E’s
‘Cocaine Godmother’ with Catherine Zeta
Jones. Barham was also en route to a shoot
for McDonald’s during his pit stop in Kelowna,
recruiting CAT students Josh Wielinga and
Jordan Tiechmann for some work along the
way.
Barham’s transition from stills to moving image
follows a recognisable refrain.
“I got bored.” he laughs.
“My whole career has been that I can’t lock
down to doing just one thing. I get restless. Plus
I saw the way the wind was blowing with video
and it becoming so prevalent through everything
we do. And with the photography jobs, more and
more I was being asked to do video at the same
time. I thought, yeah, it would be kind of cool to
go on those big sets and order people around.
So, I did what I have done in every other aspect
of my life, and just walked on in there and said
I’m a DP. I’ll do it. Lots of people were like
’fuck off, no you’re not, who are you?’ But then
somebody said ‘ok, you’re the DP’, and that
was it. That was my in. I was in and I was doing
it, and I got repeat business; people didn’t hate
what I did. I managed to weevil my way in.
There are these traditional ways into the industry,
but you can also just start calling yourself what
you want to be, and hammering people down.
Sooner or later someone will say yes. Then, once

you get that ‘in’, the most important thing is that
you don’t fuck it up. Just do it, and deliver - just
nail it. If you don’t know how to do something?
– Wikipedia is your friend.”
As you may have guessed by now, Barham is
a force of nature, and someone not afraid to
go for what he wants - with a giant dollap of
British humour on top.
“My whole life has been, like, lying to people,”
he laughs.
“They say fake it til you make it, and I have
faked my way through this entire thing. I
became a professional photographer when I
wrote ‘professional’ in my email signature, and
started sending out emails that said I was a
professional photographer.
Moving to Canada helped, because no one
here knew me as the guy who used to be a web
designer or the guy who rode bikes. It was ‘oh
there’s that new photographer from Manchester,
and he has an accent’. The accent has helped me
hugely, and I play off it mercilessly!”
Barham has some final advice for aspiring
creatives.
“Don’t get into it is you think it’s going to be
easy, and fun, and a great way to be famous
or rich. Cause it’s not. It’s the hardest thing in
the world. You won’t make any money probably
ever. You might, but chances are not. You will
work (if you want to get good at it) 80-100
hours a week. Holidays don’t exist. It’s terrible
for your confidence, because you constantly
think you are going to be ‘found out’. There’s a
deep down fear that nothing you have ever done
is any good.
But, underscoring all that kind of stuff... I take
pictures for a living! People pay me to shoot
stuff. How great is that? It’s amazing. On the
days everything works, its brilliant.

Photos by Dan Barham

“Taking pictures and making nice footage, and lighting things
well, that’s such a small part of it. That’s not the job. The job is
everything else. Everyone who comes out of this program will be
able to light a headshot, but can you do everything else?”
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 event @ Promotions Management

Nothing makes us happier than introducing award-winning
professionals into our teaching team, and EPM’s newest
instructor, Heather Sharpe, definitely fulfils that criteria.
How did you get into Events Planning?
When I was looking at choosing a career
direction, there was no such profession as “Event
Planner”. Instead I went into theatre. There I
learned how to balance creative and engaging
experiences with the technical and logistical
challenges of putting on a production. I spent
lots of time volunteering at events to begin
with, and was soon given the opportunity to
coordinate community festivals, fundraisers and
performances. From there it was an organic and
steady collection of experiences that qualified
me to apply for the position of Event Marketing
Manager at TELUS.

Looking

SHARPE
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management project, The Event Coach provides
support to other teams in the creation, planning
and activation of their non-profit, corporate or
community events anywhere in the world!
As The Event Coach, I can serve as a consultant
to assist event teams in planning galas, retreats,
conferences and corporate events. I also coach
small businesses, not-for-profits and volunteers
in best-in-class sponsorship practices. Whether
you only need someone to make sure everything
flows on your event day so that you can enjoy
your guests, or you need a full partner to help
you through the planning process, The Event
Coach can help.

I then moved to the Greater Vancouver Board
of Trade and Brand Live, learning and growing
my skills so that I was ready to launch Sherpa
Group Events in 2013. I continue to be an
advocate for the event planning industry and
constantly find myself having to educate others
on how an Event Planner is not simply a ‘party
planner’ or someone who does weddings - when
it’s done right, Event Planners are an educated
and strategic part of the marketing strategy
mix!

Can you provide an example of some of
your clients, or events you have put on?

Tell us about Sherpa – what’s your
company’s history and USP?

I have coordinated the Media Grand Opening
of the TELUS Garden Ground-breaking and
the Microsoft Experience Centre in Vancouver,
the Grey Cup 2009 gala events and more
fundraisers than I can count.

Sherpa Group Events was founded in 2013 as
a name for me to operate under and grow as
my client base grew. I bring on independent
contractors and freelancers to fill specific needs
of events and have quite a contact list of
amazing suppliers.
What makes Sherpa Group Events and its
consultancy arm “The Event Coach” unique is
that it offers event management services at a
totally scale-able level. While Sherpa Group
Events can manage any part of a full event

I have had the great honour of working on
virtually any type of event over my past 30
years in the industry.
I am a multi-award-winning Event Producer,
having twice produced the largest public event in
BC (Honda Celebration of Light 2014 & 2015)
as well as the largest New Year’s Eve event in
Canada (Vancouver 2015).

You recently won an award for Events
Planning in the lower mainland – can you
tell us a bit about it?
Sure! I recently won the 2018 Canadian Event
Industry Award for ‘Best Event Produced by
an Association, Board or Committee’ for the
collaborative ‘Vancouver Event Industry Holiday
Party’.
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 graphic @ digital design + Web development

Everyone volunteered their time, their services
and their equipment to create a fantastic
‘Through the Wardrobe’ event that featured
‘The Lion, Witch and the Wardrobe’-themed
rooms, food and decor with real snow falling
and an over-size real wardrobe to walk through!
When do you consider an event to have been
really successful?
Every event has its own metric of how to
measure success. This is part of the advisory
capabilities where professional event planners
can add value to events.

What do you think are the most important
qualities to becoming a successful events
planner?
The most important qualities to be successful as
an Event Planner are to very organized, have a
balance of skills between logistical and creative,
financial management and to be an excellent
communicator. If you are going to open your
own business, you are going to have to be able
to use relationship selling techniques to attract
and secure your clients, organizational skills and
financial management to manage your events
(and your business) and be responsive and clear
with your communications with clients, suppliers,
staff and the public.
What are you enjoying most about teaching
so far?

The first step of any project is to figure out what
the objective is and what success would look like.
Event Planners manage expectations by finding
out what end result the client is looking for. We
then can gauge success of the event based on
the measures established by the client at the
beginning of the process. Generally we find
that our clients measure success either financially
(for fundraisers and such) or with the impression
that is made on guests (for media events, galas,
conferences and festivals).

I love having the opportunity to pass on all
the real life experiences of over 30 years in
the industry to a new generation of students. I
especially appreciate when the students realize
how involved and intricate the art of event
planning is - how many different roles and
skills that you may need to take on to fulfill
the needs of the client. You never know what
a particular event may need you to learn - I’ve
had to research rules about pile-driving into
the ocean floor, learn the psychology of crowd
management, the latest in technology, and so
much more!

Tell us a bit about the eWomen Network you
run here in the Okanagan.

What advice would you have for aspiring
events planners?

As the Managing Director of eWomenNetwork
Okanagan, I’m a business matchmaker and
connector. I bring women in business together
to share resources, referrals and to connect
and collaborate in a way that goes beyond
networking and helps grow their business.

Aspiring Event Planners need to not only *love*
what they are doing (this is not a profession to
take lightly - it is in fact often one of the top 10
most stressful professions out there!) but they
have to commit to being life-long learners who
soak up every opportunity to volunteer or learn
new skills and continuously look to pop culture,
fashion and world trends for new ideas.

The Okanagan Chapter of eWomenNetwork
joins with 118 other chapters throughout
North America, each of which offers monthly
Accelerated Networking™ events, as well
as frequent Strategic Business Introduction
workshops for its members and their guests.
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DESIGN APPLICATION

ART
MOVEMENTS
In Q3, GDD and GDWD students learn the
history of great art movements, and apply
that knowledge to contemporary projects.

OF

I co-produced this event involving members
of the International Live Events Association
Vancouver Chapter, Meeting Professionals
International BC Chapter and Professional
Convention Management Association all coming
together with dozens of suppliers, all working
together.

Laura Rossett | Album Cover |Fauvism
Why the Dandelion?

My Rationale:

Dallas Green wrote this album, and it is truly
heartwrenching. Even by just reading the
names of the songs you can see that there is
a lot of emotion in this CD. (I chose fauvism
because I thought it would help show emotion...
AND I wanted to step outside my box).

1. Colours - In Fauvism, objects are not
regularly coloured. (grass is not green and
the sky is not blue.) So I made my dandelion
funky colours. This plays well with my emotional
theme, as the colours help emote as well with
the red center, and the blues. Secondly, I tried
to stick to “Fauvism” colours such as blues,
yellows, reds, oranges.

Anyway, When I imagined Dallas Green
writing this album, words that came to my mind
were emptiness, lonely, sad etc.. So I created
a wilting Dandelion. An object that is fleeting.
It is also a weed - something that most people
don’t want.
However, Dallas Green mentions “hope”
often in his posts so I didn’t want to make this
completely dark. Thats why I chose to include
the bright yellows.

2. Blocky Painting - Objects are generally 2D
with any shading done with blocks of paint. As
you can see in the dandelion, it is all blocky
shadows. As well as those signature lines down
the stem.
3. Outlined Objects - Objects are outlined in
fauvism. I outlined my objects with a thicker
blue brush.

You never know when what you read, watch, see
or experience will be the inspiration for your
next event!
Interview by Deborah Lampitt-McConnachie
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24k NOIR

XAVIER
Set yourself apart.

Top: Tasia Diaz | Album Cover | Constructivism

“I wanted my chosen band and art movement to work together so that the genre of the music would be
represented. I chose The Black Keys and Constructivism, specifically the artists El Lissitzky and Vladimir Vasilievich
Lebedev. I loved Lissistzky’s use of typography, colour and shapes. His compositions are very strong and dynamic.”

Middle: Joanne Carlos | Menu | Dadaism

”For my menu, I combined Dadaist elements like collage and photomontage, a mixture of fonts and sizes, and a
dynamic form of collage poetry known as parole in liberta.

Bottom: Carla du Toit | Album Cover | Fauvism
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Top: Hannah Urazovsky | Ad | Art Nouveau; Tasia Diaz | Ad | Baroque. Bottom: Sydney
Vanderwood | Ad | Post-Impressionisn; Natasha di Iuorio | Menu | Graphic Art (Plakastil) Poster Style.

“Fauvism was brought about by artists that rebelled against formal art constructs, and painted with a youthful,
carefree attitude; I chose a friend’s band - ‘Icelandia’ - who’s image is fun, matching their pop-synth music.
The resulting cover is stripped down into basic colors, with more emotion, and a sense of wildness, that
23
suppports the ‘Pioneer’ feel of the album.”

 interior design

On July 16th, the 2018
DesignEX Okanagan brought
together manufacturers,
suppliers, interior designers,
architects and others from the
building industry for a trade
show and education day, and
CAT’s Interior Design students
were there to take it all in.
Presented by IDIBC (Interior
Designers Institute of British
Columbia) and IDC (Interior
Designers of Canada) at
Okanagan College’s ‘Centre
for Learning Facility’, this
annual event allows people
from the interior design
community to come together,
network, get a firsthand look
at new products, and receive
IDCEC (Interior Designers
of Canada Educational
Credits) professional and
educational development
hours by attending talks by
international speakers on a
variety of topics.
Not only were CAT’s ID
students in attendance, but
they were involved in both the
pre-event organisation and on
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the day. ID’s Bethany Friesen
designed the ‘Save the Date’
notices for the event, and
all the students acted as
volunteers, contacting industry
beforehand and helping
organisers at the event itself.
“DesignEX proved to be
an extremely beneficial and
enjoyable day,” says Cassidy
Stober, CAT Interior Design
student. “It was an enjoyable
and educational experience
that left me feeling inspired
to be entering into the interior
design industry.”
“It’s such a great opportunity
for students,” agrees Jennifer
Yeo, Department Head of
CAT’s ID program.
“On the education side they
get the opportunity to hear
significant international key
note speakers on topics like
Networking, Specification
Writing, or WELL Building
Standards.
On the trade show side, they
get to introduce themselves
to reps, learn about the latest

products and where they can
use them, collect business
samples, and build business
relationships.

Building Standard’, presented
by Sharon Hollingworth (RID,
BADID, IDIBC, WELL AP LEED
AP BD+C).

There are architects, designers
and design reps from BC,
Alberta and across Canada,
and they also get to see the
latest products available for
use in the commercial and
residential built environment.”

“All the seminars are
Continuing Education Units,
something that all registered
interior designers are required
to take each year. It was the
perfect networking opportunity
for students to meet registered
interior designers from all over
the Okanagan,” explains Yeo.

“As a future interior designer,
it’s invariably satisfying to
wander through the endless
rows of new technologies,
furniture, lighting, hardware
and materials,” agrees Stober.
This year’s seminars included:
‘Networking for Business
Development’, co-presented
by Carol Jones, (Kasian
Architecture) and Richard
Pollack (Pollack Consulting);
‘Specifications and Their Role
in the Project’ and ‘Forms of
Contract, Contract Documents,
Site Meetings and WalkThroughs’, both presented by
Glenn Chatten (Wordclear
Specifications) and ‘The WELL

“The WELL Building Standards
talk was especially important,
as it was new to Canada as of
2017, and is something that is
going to be key for everyone
in the industry going forward.”
“My personal favorite was
the final seminar on WELL
Building Standards, a subject
I’m increasingly becoming
more passionate about,” says
Stober. “It has promoted me
to become a WELL Accredited
Professional after I graduate
- there are none in the
Okanagan Valley so perhaps
I’ll be the first!”

designEX
O KAN AG AN

This term, AIDT students got to
rub shoulders with the elite of the
Interior Design, Architectural and
Building sectors from Canada and the
Okanagan at DesignEX Okanagan.

L-R: ID students Kacie Atkinson, Ciara Ryan, Jamie Lee Letwinetz,
and Lindsay Lightburn; Student Success advisors Miranda Abild
and Trish Lalonde. Photos by Grant Robinson.
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 Network administration | network security

OK. Hands up how many of you have a
password that combines your cat’s name with
your birthday. Just me then? Somehow I don’t
think so.
We know it’s wrong, but it’s easy, and anyway,
what are the chances of something bad actually
happening, right? Think again.
According to the 2017 Norton Cyber Security
Insights Reports, last year cyber-criminals stole
$172 billion from 978 million consumers. So
maybe its a good time to revisit appropriate
(and effective) password etiquette.
Here are some tips from the experts...
STRONG PASSWORD CREATION
DON’T use personal information: It’s strongly
recommended that you don’t include any words
related to your name or names of family
members or pets in your passwords. Also, don’t
include easily recognizable numbers like your
address, phone number or birthday.
DON’T use real words: Password cracking
tools are very effective at helping attackers
guess your password. These programs can
process every word in the dictionary, plus
letter and number combinations until a match is
found. Steer clear of using “real” words from
the dictionary or proper nouns or names.
*Top Tip: Use mixed characters. By combining
uppercase letters with lowercase letters,
numbers, and special characters such as
“&” or “$” you increase the complexity of
your password and decrease the chances of
someone hacking into your system.
DON’T Use Common Words In Your
Password: Sure, ordinary words may be
easy for you to remember, but they’re easy
for everybody to guess as well. Thieves know
them, and the tools they use to break into
accounts try these words before anything else.
Avoid using words in passwords entirely!
You should also avoid using common sequences
of numbers, as well. Any variation on “!23456”
is just too easy to guess.
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DON’T Use Any Identifying Number As
Your Password: Any number that people can
easily associate with you doesn’t belong in
your password. Phone numbers are too easy
to link to your account, and leaving your
Social Security number in a database (even a
supposedly secure password database) is just
too dangerous. Keep your personal numbers
out of your password.
DO create longer passwords: It is generally
recommended that passwords be at least eight
characters in length. Probability dictates that
longer passwords are harder to crack.
Modify easy-to-remember phrases. One tip
is to think up a pass-phrase, like a line from
a song, and then use the first letter from each
word, substituting numbers for some of the
letters. For example: “100 Bottles of Beer on
the Wall” could become “10oBb0tW”.
SAFE PASSWORD STORAGE
DON’T write them down: Resist the temptation
to hide passwords under your keyboard or
post them on your monitor. Stories about
hackers getting passwords by dumpster-diving
and “shoulder-surfing” are absolutely real.
DON’T email somebody your password:
If you do decide to share a password with
someone you trust, don’t share it via e-mail.
Not only does the bank get really angry when
you share your account, but you don’t know
what could happen to the e-mail account of
the person to whom you send the e-mail. Just
because you do your best to ensure security on
your accounts doesn’t mean everybody does.

DO use a password management tool:
One way to store and remember passwords
securely is to use a tool that stores your list
of user-names and passwords in encrypted
form. Some of these tools will even help by
automatically filling in the information for you
on certain web sites.
DON’T Type Your Password When Using The
Internet On A Network You Don’t Trust: Hey,
look! That network advertised on the sign that
says FREE WIFI at the airport or hotel surely
has to be safe, right? Wrong.
If you’ve never been on the network before
and it seems too good to be true, please stay
off of that network. Verify that any public
network you’re on is valid before conducting
important business on it.
If you’re at a hotel or airport or even
somebody else’s house, ask someone with some
authority or knowledge before you access the
network. And even then, use a VPN to ensure
that your traffic is secure and encrypted
before you proceed with any major decisions,
like taking out a mortgage or Tweeting a
picture of your meal.

DO use different passwords on different
accounts.
Don’t use the same password on more than
one account. If a hacker discovers it, then
all of the information protected by that
password could also be compromised.
DON’T type passwords on computers you
do not control.
When using your laptop in a Wi-Fi Hot Spot
or a computer at an Internet café, you want
to avoid any actions that require a username and password (such as online banking
or shopping) because your data could be
intercepted over the wireless network or
with keystroke logging devices.

(Thank you to https://us.norton.com and http://
www.dummies.com/education/internet-basics for
their most helpful info!)

PASSWORD UPDATES & MANAGEMENT
DO change passwords on a regular basis.
Online financial accounts should be changed
every month or two, while you may choose to
change your computer log-on password every
quarter.

DON’T Share Your Password With
Somebody You Don’t Know: Duh. If you
wouldn’t trust someone with your wallet or
your car, don’t trust them with your password.
There’s no telling who’s on the other side of
that e-mail account or phone number. Ask
anybody who’s ever exchanged pleasantries
over e-mail with a Nigerian prince asking for a
little financial transaction.

Today, more than ever, personal
cyber security is important.
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 Veterinary hospital Assistants

This semester we said hello to a number of new
instructors we are super-excited to have on the
team. Get to know some of them here!
1. What was your first
professional ‘animal-related’
job and what was the most
important thing you learned
from it?

matter how dirty or scary or
uncomfortable it might be, you
just have to roll up your sleeves
(literally and figuratively) and
give it your best shot.

all honesty, it’s that sense of
accomplishment and overall
good feeling you get when you
know you made things even a
little bit better for an animal.

MBr: I was a weekend ‘helper’
at a Veterinary clinic. My
biggest take away was that it
is hard work - not just getting
to cuddle cute animals all day!!

2. What quality/qualities
do you think are most
important when working in
a Veterinary Clinic or animal
related job?

4. What is the most
challenging thing about
your job?

SB: My first animal related
position was as a pet
counsellor at Petland. This is
where I first started learning
about animal nutrition amongst
other topics.

SB: You have to be
compassionate, a good
communicator and have great
teamwork.

HG: My first ‘animal-related’
job was at a dairy farm
in New Zealand. I was
backpacking around at the
time and thought it would be
an interesting job. The farm
was way out in the back
woods, and one day there was
a cow who was struggling to
deliver her calf. The farmer I
worked for had recently had
knee surgery and couldn’t walk
around much, so he made me
reach into the cow and pull out
the calf.
It taught me that helping an
animal in distress is incredibly
rewarding, and that no

Dr.

Heather
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MBr: You need to be
compassionate but you also
need to be tough! There’s a
lot of emotional stress with
the job.
HG: Patience, compassion,
attention-to-detail, a sense of
humor.
3. What is the best thing
about your job?
HG: Kittens!!!!!
SB: The best thing about my
job is seeing the recovery
of sick patients. It is truly
amazing what medicine can
do.

SB: Seeing the difficult cases
with poor outcomes.
MBr: When you become
invested and put everything
you have into it but things just
don’t work out the way you
wanted for an animal.
HG: Having to euthanize
animals because of finances.
5. What is one piece of
advice you would give to
anyone going into your
field?
HG: It’s not all cuddling fuzzy
little animals (although there
is a bit of that). It is very
emotionally and physically
demanding. You need to be
strong, non-judgmental, and
care about people as much as
animals.

MBr: Why puppy and kitten
snuggles of course!! But in

MBr: Remember not every
day will be a good day and
not every animal will be
your friend but a career with

Shannon

Michelle

Gordon Borynsky Barker

animals is still an amazing
experience.
SB: Always bring another pair
of scrubs to work.
6. What is the funniest (or
strangest) thing that has
ever happened to you at
work?
SB: One day a lost pig came
into the clinic and we kept him
for 3 weeks before we could
find his owner. Every week he
was with us he got a different
name.
MBr: Taking an X-ray of a
sick kitty to find that she had
swallowed a very interesting
party decoration from a
bachelorette party... the shape
in the X-ray was unmistakable!
HG: I was holding a dog while
my colleague expressed its
anal glands, and the stream
shot out and got right into
my eye! It was totally gross,
and taught me to look away
whenever anal glands are
being expressed.

I am also continually learning
from my lesson plans and my
students.
MBr: It may not always be
the students’ favourite but
the role play scenarios have
been very entertaining! It has
been rewarding to see the
difference in the knowledge of
the students from class one to
now and know I helped make
that happen!
HG: Meeting all of the
wonderful students, and getting
to open their eyes to the
fascinating world of medicine
and physiology.
8. If you could only have
ONE pet, what animal
would it be?
SB: I had always wanted a
pug and I just adopted him last
month. His name is Jimi.
MBr: I’ve got to say I don’t
think my life would be
complete without a dog in it!
HG: Easy, a kitty cat. Or
maybe a raccoon.

7. What are you enjoying
about teaching so far?

9. What made you decide
to go into this field?

SB: I love when knowledge is
shared so my favourite part
about teaching is the teaching.

MBr: I remember when I was
young my family dog got

Melissa

Brayley

Michelle

really sick and I decided I was
going to do what ever I could
to get him through. I syringe
fed him water and food and
never gave up on him. He lived
despite his poor prognosis.
Animals were always a huge
part of my life and it just made
sense to work with them!
SB: I had originally wanted
to become a veterinarian but
when I got into the field I
stayed in my role as a VHA
and loved it.
HG: I am a science geek at
heart, and I wanted a career
that would allow me to see
a diverse range of medical
and surgical problems. Human
medicine is way too specialized
for me. I love the diagnostic
challenge that comes with a
patient who cannot speak.
10. Honestly (lol) how often
do you get peed on?
HG: More often than I would
like :-) and honestly, pee is not
the worst thing I get on my
scrubs.
MBr: I think I’ve been peed on
by too many animals to keep
count!!
SB: At least once a week.

Lisa

Heil Richter
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we've

been
busy
Humboldt Strong: We wore our hockey jerseys with love and
pride on April 12th, and sent a big banner of sympathy to all
those affected by the Humboldt bus crash.
You Are Awesome: EPM students organised a staff
appreciation lunch on Apr 20th to welcome new faces and say
goodbye to some of our favorite people. Shelby, we miss you
already!
Photo Icons: This term Digital Photography student Daryl
Andrews put together and presented a lunchtime lecture on
Photographic icon Alfred Stieglitz, American photographer
and modern art promoter who was instrumental in making
photography an accepted art form over his fifty-year career.
Star Wars Day: Staff and students celebrated all things Jedi by
dressing up and wielding light sabers. May the 4th be with you.
Trust Me - I Do This All the Time: Manchester-born, Vancouverbased photographer, director and editor Dan Barham kicked
off our new speaker series, .RAW, with a guest lecture at
the Innovation Centre on Friday May18, followed by student
workshops in the CAT production studio on Saturday, May 19th.
National Vanilla Pudding Day: Students got to snack on free
vanilla pudding on May 22, thanks to the Student Council. We
are already looking forward to National Chocolate Pudding
Day in June?!
And the Winner Is: we are super-proud of GDWD student
Laura Rosset, who entered the University of Gloucestershire’s
‘Art Challenge’ competition on the theme of ‘Identity’, and won
a one week trip to the University with her photo journalism
project ‘Without Eyes on East Hastings’. Go Laura!
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Image Credits: ‘Humboldt Strong’ by Megan Reid; ‘Stars Wars Day’ by
Taylor Forrester; ‘Dan Barham’ poster by Laura Rosset and Taylor Daly;
‘Identity’ by Laura Rosset; ‘Beach Party’ poster by Taylor Daly and
Sydney Vanderwood.
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by: Laura Rosset

“AWARENESS: THIS IS A PROBLEM. BASIC HUMAN NEEDS”

Beachy!
the

Part

“COFFEE & CHAOS”

Out with A Bang (or Should We Say Hula Hoop?!): June 13
we celebrate the end of term in true summer style, with a Beach
Party in the student lounge. Ice cream, lemonade and hulahooping, courtesy of Student Success.

Phot

“NOT JUST IN THE MOVIES”

Ask Me Anything: EMP students got to ask all their burning
questions when industry professional Mike Lisanti skyped in from
Las Vegas to do a Q&A on June 5. Mike is the manager of
Kompany and tour manager for Krewella. Mike was also one of
the panelists at the recent EDC conference in Las Vegas.

without
eyes
on east
hastings

“THE BLACK HOLE”

please read write up
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 the last word

OPEN
FOR
BUSINESS
Did you know that Centre for Arts and
Technology is no longer just an Okanagan
thing? We are super-happy to announce
that we now open in our brand spanking new
Surrey BC Campus.

This state-of-the-art campus in Surrey (the
fastest growing city in BC ) will have boutiquestyle classes, the best of the best instructors
and the latest technology at your fingertips.
Located on the bustling King George Highway,
the Centre’s Surrey Campus steps away from
the King George Skytrain Station and across
the street from Central City Mall.
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CAT Expands to the
Lower Mainland
“Every aspect of the new campus, including
spaces for work, study and creative thinking,
as well as equipment and specialized furniture,
has been designed to boost students’ creativity,”
notes Amy Nutt, Director of Marketing and
Admissions.
CAT Surrey is currently home to Network
Security students, and this October will expand
to offer classes in 2D Animation & Digital Art;
Animation for Game, Film & Visual Effects;
Digital Photography; Graphic & Digital
Design; and Event & Promotions Management.
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